Safety Performer:
Gain Control of your Critical Safety
Events as They Occur
Safety Performer provides your company with
near real-time notifications of new critical events.
Engagement between your managers and
drivers are prompted based on your own custom
risk profile.

Safety

Safety has always been a source of serious concern within
the trucking community, but has now evolved into one of
the industry’s most critical issues as it seeks to comply with
tough new federal programs aimed at reducing crashes and
improving safety records. In this new world of heightened
scrutiny, detailed, near real-time monitoring is an absolute
necessity and significantly factors into each and every
business decision you make.
Safety Performer, by Transportation Performance, Inc, is
an integrated software performance solution designed to
help carriers better manage compliance, safety and
accountability on the highway in near real-time. This
powerful software gives you a snapshot of what’s
happening on the road in real-time thereby improving
efficiency, boosting safety and cutting costs.

Safety Beyond the Wheel

Safety Performer offers fleet and safety managers a
measurement, intervention and evaluation tool to help
systematically identify why safety problems are occurring
in order to provide coaching, recommend remedies and
encourage corrective action(s).
The Safety Performer tool helps to make sense of the
volumes of data that managers are receiving daily from
multiple sources by combining this critical data all in one
location. This allows stakeholders to engage proactively to
prevent future events with customizable review logic and
safety score pop-up’s to include categories such as:
• Roll Stability Events / Forward Collision Warnings
• Vehicle Event Recording / Hard Braking
• Speed Monitoring Events
• Log Violations / Lane Departures
• Accidents / Citations

More than Just a Scorecard

Safety Performer offers a centralized location for ALL
safety events and measures them in a Per Million Miles
calculation. It goes beyond the typical scorecard and can:
• Integrate your driver data with robust workflow and
review processes you can customize and weight
by importance.

• Furnish daily updates of FMCSA posted inspections and
crashes when the event occurs with automated email
notification sent to the appropriate parties.
• Separates preventable and non-preventable events to
deliver a clear risk profile of the driver.
• Supply risk indicator warnings that flag drivers with crash
and violation behaviors for immediate counseling.
• Analyze current and historical facts that can indicate
future potential events.
Drive Down CSA Scores
With so many moving parts surrounding new regulatory compliance, you can pair Safety Performer with TPI’s
HazMat Informer and PSP Performer tools for even more
control over your safety program - not to mention your
future CSA scores, hazardous materials handling and hiring
and retention practices!
Put Safety to the Test
Make sure your company is minding their P’s and DataQ’s,
as well as addressing the 7 BASICs of FMCSA with Safety
Performer. To learn more or to request a demo, contact
TPI at 1-866-771-5003 or visit our website at
www.tpitechnology.com
About TPI:
Better data and better decisions; it’s what drives us. Using
original software solutions created for the transportation
industry, we deliver a scorecard that helps to improve daily
operations and efficiencies and your bottom line through
the identification and assessment of data that drives
improved decision-making. TPI is based in Phoenix, AZ., and
works with clients who operate fleets both regionally and
nationwide.
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